A haunting and pulls-no-punches book about a
struggling, damaged son and his brutal, damaged
father, and the strange uncanny man who seems
master of both of them. Kind of like what might
happen if William Faulkner started a novel about
fathers and sons, had a heart attack, and then David
Lynch was called in to finish it.
- BRIAN EVENSON, Author of A Collapse of Horses
Lonesome and brimming with expansive sadness,
Iredell’s The Fat Kid reads as a kind of Huck Finn story,
a melancholy last stand for men and boys suspended
in a gelatin of their own mistakes.
- AMELIA GRAY, Author of Isadora
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Born unto a father steeped in violence, the fat kid
grows up tortured for his ever- expanding girth. As a
young man, the fat kid tends bar where his friends and
coworkers muddle about the drinkers, including the
fat kid’s own daddy. They are all subject to the
influence of a mysterious blond-haired and blackgarbed stranger who comes and goes, known only as
the Man. Unbeknownst to all save the fat kid’s daddy—
who migrated across the vast country with the Man,
experiencing savage murder, near-starvation, and
cannibalism—the fat kid and his friends’ fates are
sealed. In alternating narratives from the perspectives
of the fat kid and his daddy, the story takes place in a
vast country full of great plains and towering rocky
mountains, dusty deserts and shimmering lakes, a
landscape beautifully at odds with the horror in the
lives of those who live upon it.
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